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Cover illustration: Head of a tiny (5 mm long) sawfly, Trichorhachus sp. 
(Hymenoptera: Argidae). For details about this sawfly, see article ‘Swarming 
sawflies’, p. 7. Photo: Terry Houston. 
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Coming Events 
 

NEXT MEETING  
Wednesday 10 October, 2012 

commencing 7.30 pm  

Kings Park Administration Centre 

 

Main feature: David Knowles will present - 

 

"A post-wet snapshot of the macro-

invertebrates of Northern Territory 

monsoon vine thickets and their faunal 

relationships with similar Kimberley 

habitats" 

 

Many species of fauna and flora have 

panboreal (across the north) continental 

distributions and these are best known for the 

savannah woodlands spanning northern 

Australia. Macro-invertebrate biodiversity is at 

its most obvious during and immediately after 

‘The Wet’. The woodlands are the most 

accessible to sampling during this time. 

Superimposed over the broad ranging northern 

species are blocks of endemism. These are 

concentrated in areas of far northern Qld, the 

N.T. and W.A. The monsoon vine thickets of 

the N.T. and W.A.’s Kimberley are often 

accessible during the wet only by sea or air 

and have much more to reveal zoologically. 

This photographic snapshot shows and 

suggests probable connections. 

 

Member in focus: Joe Froudist will present a 

brief synopsis of his entomogical interests. 

 

______________________________________ 

Report on the August 

Meeting 
 

Main feature: 

 

Papua New Guinea – to go where no doctor 

has ever gone before and to see amazing 

insects along the way 

 

As a medical doctor, Norm had first visited 

Papua New Guinea in October last year. He 

stayed in Kanabea, a little village with a 

Catholic mission. The villagers had no written 

records, no stores, no mirrors and they still 

hunted with bows and arrows. 

 

 
 

Norm (centre) with some PNG locals. 

 

Norm’s 15-year-old son was enthusiastic about 

going to Papua New Guinea, so Norm 

arranged a return trip to an extremely remote 

village called Painkoni.  This village had only 

seen two white men previously and no doctor 

had ever been there. The people still hunted 

with bows and arrows and slingshots. The 

village was a treacherous five-day walk from 

the nearest road. Norm’s stories of crossing 

rivers and climbing near vertical cliffs within 

the clouds were engrossing, awe-inspiring and 

funny. Five porters carried the medical 

supplies and Norm had a translator, Raphael. 

Everyone knew that Norm was interested in 

insects and spiders so they drew his attention 

to things they encountered en route. After 

Norm had photographed them, they were often 

eaten. 

 

Norm presented a series of his photographs 

from the trip depicting amazing insects and 

other invertebrates. These included stick 

insects, grasshoppers, beetles, large spiders 

(such as Nephila) and harvestmen.  

Represented among his moth images were 

fruit-suckers, a species with large, blue-tipped 

palps, and amazing examples of camouflage 

and mimicry. One species appeared to be gold-

plated and resembled lichen. Another had 

patterning which created the illusion of 
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shadows and, although the wings were flat, 

they appeared to be rolled up at the rear. 

 

 
 

A spiny stick-insect – a specimen or a snack? 

 

 
 

A moth caterpillar – too hairy to make a good meal? 

 

 
 

Spot the katydid? 

 

Norm and his son helped many people. They 

treated complaints such as malaria, TB, 

meningitis and burns, many of the latter 

resulting from people rolling into fires. 

Children were evidently malnourished and 

Norm encouraged them to eat more frogs and 

insects to improve their protein intake (he also 

took along thirteen jars of peanut butter for the 

locals). The people had very little in the way 

of material possessions. However, one of 

Norm’s photographs showed a group of over 

fifty villagers, all with enormous smiles. Our 

common humanity was evident. This was a 

wonderful talk. 
 

- Jonica Foss 

 

 
 

This moth would be well camouflaged on lichen. 

 

 
 

A number of moths such as this noctuid displayed 

lovely bluish iridescence. 

 

 
 

A moth with a remarkable leaf-like appearance. 

 

All the above photos by Norm Pinsky 
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Member in Focus: 

 

Peter Langlands 

 

 
 

Photo: T. Houston 

 

Even at a very young age, Peter was always 

fascinated by insects. He noticed bugs that 

other people often didn’t see. So Peter’s father 

suggested: “You should be an entomologist”. 

When he was around eight years old, Peter 

came across the Insect Study Society and his 

dad took him to meetings whenever he could. 

Growing up in Guilford on the Helena River, 

Peter had lots of room to explore. He also 

loved watching David Attenborough 

programs. 

 

In Year 8, when maths teacher, Mrs Griffiths, 

asked Peter what he wanted to be, he said: “I 

want to be an entomologist.” Mrs Griffiths 

replied “Why? There’s no money in that!” 

 

Undeterred, Peter went on to study at Curtin 

University and completed his Honours degree 

looking at the long-term response of spiders to 

fire in the Great Victoria Desert. Now hooked 

on spiders, Peter continued his research on 

spiders and fire in the arid zone for his PhD, 

working on Lorna Glen Station, north-east of 

Wiluna.  

 

 
 

Peter at Lorna Glen station – after a heavy rain? 

Flooded pit-traps? Dang! 

 

 
 

A wolf spider with its load of spiderlings. 

Photo: Peter Langlands 

 

 
 

A South American leaf-hopper (family Membracidae). 

Photo: Peter Langlands 
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During his PhD studies, Peter became 

increasingly concerned about the potential 

impacts of climate change, particularly on 

biodiversity. This led to a passion in 

sustainability and participating with 

community groups. He now works as an 

Environmental Consultant, and still enjoys 

going into the field. 

_____________________________________ 

 

Bug-Eye 
(Observations of insects in the field. 

Members’ contributions welcomed) 

 

Autumn Gum Moth  
– story and photos by Patricia Gurry 

On 2 August, I was looking for something 

interesting for the show-and-tell table at the 

WA Naturalists’ Club meeting. On my 

evening walk, I noticed a group of curled 

leaves closed with silk threads on a Eucalyptus 

rudis sapling. I thought there must be 

something hiding within so picked the two 

branchlets and put them in a container on the 

kitchen windowsill. 

 

Next morning, I discovered caterpillars 

everywhere. They were about 1.5 cm long and 

walked in a looping fashion. They were quite 

attractive with reddish brown heads and tails, 

red spots along either side, and two prominent 

white knobs behind the head. 

 

 
 

Identification as the Autumn Gum Moth 

(Mnesampela privata, family Geometridae)                                                               

was provided by David Knowles. I collected 

fresh leaves of E. rudis for each night’s 

foraging which started after dark. Come 

daylight, the caterpillars had returned to their 

communal shelters.  

 

 
 

By 20 August, they had grown to 2.5 cm and 

had constructed more shelters. Observing 

closely like this is fascinating but, when I 

learnt that the larvae pupate underground, I 

returned them to the area where I found them 

and felt quite sad to see them go!     

 

Red-back spider wasp and Florian’s fame  

- Editor 

Two WAISS members, young Florian Irwin 

and his father, Peter, got some media attention 

recently. It arose as a result of publication of a 

paper revising the spider wasp genus 

Agenioideus (Krogmann and Austin, 

Australian Journal of Entomology 51(3): 166-

174). The authors acknowledged Florian’s 

sighting of an Agenioideus female dragging a 

red-back spider and Peter’s image of the same 

(see 

http://www.adelaide.edu.au/news/news56101.

html). 

As a result of the media coverage in SA and 

WA, the authors received a number of fresh 

observations of the wasps attacking red-backs 

and one person had even captured some video 

footage of a wasp burying a red-back in its 

ground burrow. Check it out on YouTube: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T6iHQROIWU
M 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fujeD1YBJBk 

http://www.adelaide.edu.au/news/news56101.html
http://www.adelaide.edu.au/news/news56101.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T6iHQROIWUM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T6iHQROIWUM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fujeD1YBJBk
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Huntsman spider survives wasp sting  
- Editor 

A recent public enquiry at the WA Museum 

threw up an interesting anecdote about the 

duration of paralysis caused by a spider wasp 

sting. As an aside to another matter, Alan and 

Moreen Cox remarked: “A few years ago we 

kept a huntsman spider that had been stung by 

a large wasp that got caught with its victim in 

the house on the way to its nest.  We chased 

the wasp out of the house and kept the spider 

for probably 8-10 weeks.  When it started to 

look a bit active, we transferred it from an ice-

cream container to a plastic pet cage so it 

couldn't escape and get lost in the house.  One 

morning it was hanging upside down from the 

lid, so we let it go on a gum tree in the garden.  

Judging from the speed with which it shot 

away under some peeling bark, it was fully 

recovered!”  

 

Probably the wasp that had stung the spider 

was a large, black and orange Cryptocheilus 

species. 

 

Swarming sawflies – Sian Mawson 

On 24 September, I was walking among 

flowering smoke-bush (Conospermum 

triplinervium) shrubs in the Queens Park 

Regional Open Space. Swarming over the tops 

of the bushes were hundreds of what looked 

like small wasps. The insects didn't appear to 

be there for the flowers as they spent most of 

their time flying. In several spots, where they 

had landed, they were grouped together, 

suggesting it was a courtship thing. 

 [Sian brought seven specimens to the WA 

Museum where I identified them as male 

sawflies in the genus Trichorhachus (family 

Argidae). Sawflies are actually primitive 

wasps, so-called because of the saw-like 

ovipositor of the females (see photo opposite). 

The caterpillar-like larvae of Trichorhachus 

are known to feed exclusively on foliage of 

smoke-bushes. An unusual feature of argids is 

that antennae are only 3-segmented and those 

of the males are forked (see cover photo). On 

28 September, Sian made another visit to the 

same smoke-bushes and collected five 

females, distinguished by their simple 

antennae. They were resting on the flowers in 

the cool of early morning and no males were 

to be seen. –Editor] 

 
 

Males of the sawfly milling about over the flowers of 

smoke-bush. Photo: Sian Mawson 

 

 

 
 

 
 

Above: female Trichorhachus sp. showing thickset 

body form (typical of sawflies) and ovipositor extending 

from end of abdomen. Below: close up of female head 

showing simple antennae. Photos: T. Houston. 

 


